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Abstract — This paper presents the evaluation’s results 

of the new classes of the target recognition systems – multi- 

algorithms unimodal systems and multi-algorithms 

multimodal systems. The structures and the graphs of the 

systems are described. The mathematical descriptions and 

the formulas for evaluation of the system’s costs depending 

on the algorithm’s recognition probability and the relation 

between the costs of the algorithm’s software and the 

system’s hardware are presented. The approach to 

determine the cost of a system for an established threshold 

level of the system's recognition probability is proposed. The 

relation of the system's cost to the system's recognition 

probability for different values of the algorithm's 

recognition probability is evaluated as well as the rating of 

the target recognition systems based on their recognition 

probabilities and costs. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

At present, the different kinds of target recognition 

systems exist, which are characterized by corresponding 

classification algorithms, technical realization, and 

applications. The systems for objects and image 

recognition using computer neural networks are described 

in [1, 2]. The architectures for automatic target detection 

on satellite images and military objects classification 

based on deep transfer learning are presented in [3, 4]. 

The target tracking and detection systems based on sensor 

scheduling and resource allocation in distributed and 

multi-static radars are described in [5, 6, 7]. The systems 

based on multi-core and multimodal computation are 

described in [8].  

The new classes of systems – multi-algorithms 

unimodal and multimodal architectures are proposed in 

[9], where the investigation’s results of the systems 

regarding their recognition probability are presented. 

In this paper, there are presented the results of the 

general evaluation of the multi-algorithms unimodal and 

multimodal systems. The structure and graphical models 

of the target recognition systems (TRS) - unimodal, 

multimodal, multi-algorithms unimodal and multi-

algorithms multimodal systems are described in section 

II. 

The evaluation results of the system’s costs depending 

on the relation between the costs of the system's hardware 

and the algorithm's software, and the algorithm's 

recognition probability are presented in section III.  

The results of the comparative analysis of the 

recognition probability and costs of different TRS are 

described in section IV. The approach to determine the 

cost of a TRS for an established threshold level of the 

system's recognition probability is proposed. The relation 

of the system's cost to the system's recognition probability 

for different values of the algorithm's recognition 

probability is evaluated. The rating of the different TRS 

based on their recognition probabilities and costs is 

evaluated in section V. 

II. THE GRAPH PRESENTATION OF THE TARGET 

RECOGNITION SYSTEM 

In the article [9] the general structure of the target 

recognition system (TRS) is presented (Figure 1), for 

which there were developed the graph models of the 

different kinds of the TRS – unimodal and multimodal 

systems, multi-algorithms unimodal and multimodal 

systems (Figure 2). These systems are characterized by a 

different number of sensors S, processing algorithms A 

and output decision-making modules D. 
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Figure 1. The general structure of the target recognition system 

The target recognition processes consist of the 

following [9]. At the initial stage, the input target’s 

function T(x,y) is generated using the sensor S. At the 

next stage, the features FA={f Ai}, i=1÷I are extracted 

from the function T(x,y) following algorithm A. Later, 

the matrix DA=min{W[FA,F Aj]} is determined, where FAj 

={fAj} – features of the reference targets, j=1÷J. And 

finally, the target is identified in module D.  

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
d) 

Figure 2. The graph presentation of the target recognition systems:  

a) - unimodal system; b) - multimodal system; 

c) - multi-algorithms unimodal system;  
d) - multi-algorithms multimodal system.  

III. EVALUATION OF THE SYSTEM’S COST  

Let's estimate the system's cost considering the 

components of the system – the Sensor and Algorithm, 

where the costs of the Sensor and Algorithm are CS and 

CA respectively, with relation CA = zCS, and 1≥ z>1. 

In this case, the cost of the unimodal system (UMS) 

can be estimated in the next mode: 

 

CUMS=CS+CA=(1+z)CS       (1) 

 
The cost of the multimodal system (MMS) can be 

estimated as: 

                 K                             K                                  K 

CMMS=Σ(CSk+CAk)=Σ(CSk+zkCSk)=Σ(1+zk)CSk, (2) 
                 k=1                         k=1                              k=1 

where K is the number of the sensors equal to the number 

of the algorithms. 

 

The cost of the multi-algorithms unimodal system 

(MAUMS) will be: 

                                 Q                       Q 

CMAUMS=CS+ΣCAq=CS+Σ(zqCS),     (3) 
                                q=1                    q=1 

where Q is the number of the algorithms. 

 

The cost of the multi-algorithms multimodal system 

(MAMMS) can be evaluated as: 

                        L               Zl 

CMAMMS=Σ{CSl+Σ(zlzCSl)},      (4) 
                       l=1            z=1 

where L is the number of the sensors; Zl is the number of 

the algorithms referring to the sensor.  

 

The cost evaluation of the TRS is carried out 

according to the formulas (1) - (4). The results are 

presented in Table 1 and in Figure 3, where z is the ratio 

of the cost of the algorithm's software CA to the cost of 

the system's hardware CS: z = CA/CS.  

TABLE 1. THE COSTS OF THE SYSTEMS, UNITS 
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Figure 3. The cost of the systems depending on z – the ratio of the 

costs of the algorithm's software to the system's hardware  

The results show that the cheapest is the system 

UMS. The most expensive are the systems MAMMS-

3A3S, MAMMS-2A3S, and MAMMS-3A2S. For z >1.0  

the system MAMMS-2A2S is more expensive than 

system MMS-1A3S and the system MAUMS-3A1S is 

more expensive than system MMS-1A2S. The systems 

MAUMS-2A1S and MAUMS-3A1S (for z<1.0) are 

cheaper in comparison with systems of classes MMS and 

MAMMS. 

IV. SYSTEMS’ COSTS EVALUATION DEPENDING ON THE 

ALGORITHM'S RECOGNITION PROBABILITY 

In many cases it is important to evaluate the cost of 

the system CS depending on the algorithm's recognition 

probability pA. Let the parameters z and pA are changing 

in the diapasons {zmin÷zmax} and {pAmin÷pAmax}, 

respectively. In this case, parameter z can be calculated 

via pA in the next mode:  

 

z = (pA - pAmin)w + zmin,       (5) 

where  w = (zmax - zmin)/(pAmax  - pAmin). 

 

After the substitution of the value of z from formula 

(9) in the formulas (1) - (4), will be obtained: 

 

CUMS=[1+(pA-pAmin)w+zmin]CS      (6) 

                 K 

CMMS=Σ{[1+(pAk–pAkmin)wk+zkmin]CSk}    (7) 
                k=1 

                                 Q 

CMAUMS=CS+Σ[(pAq–pAqmin)wq+zqminCS]    (8) 
                                q=1 

                        L             Zl 

CMAMMS=Σ{CS+Σ[(pAlz–pAlzmin)wlz+zlzminCSl]}  (9) 
                       l=1           z=1 

Table 2 and Figure 4 consist of the data regarding the 

costs of the systems depending on the algorithm's 

recognition probability. 

TABLE 2. THE COSTS OF THE SYSTEMS DEPENDING ON THE 

ALGORITHM'S RECOGNITION PROBABILITY 

 
 

 
Figure 4. The costs of the systems depending on the algorithm's 

recognition probability 

The analysis shows that system UMS-1A1S is of the 

lowest cost. The system MAUMS-2A1S is cheaper than 

MAUMS-3A1S and other systems of classes MMS and 

MAMMS. For pA<0.65 the system MAMMS-2A2S is 

cheaper than the system MMS-1A3S, and the system 

MAUMS-3A1S is cheaper than the system MMS-1A2S. 

In some cases, there appears the necessity to 

determine the cost CS of a TRS for an established 

threshold level of the system’s recognition probability 

PST. The proposed approach includes the next stages. At 

the first stage, for the established value of PST the 

maximum value of the algorithm’s recognition 

probability pAM is determined, as is demonstrated in [9]. 

In the next stage, using the formulas (6)÷(9) the costs of 

the systems are estimated. 

Table 3 consists of the data regarding the values of 

pAM, z, and costs of the different systems for PST = 0.99. 

TABLE 3. THE COSTS OF THE SYSTEMS AT THE THRESHOLD 

LEVEL OF THE SYSTEMS RECOGNITION PROBABILITY PST=0.99 

 
 

One of the important parameters of the TRS is the 

relation of the system's cost to the system's recognition 

probability ECP=CS/PS for different values of pA. Table 4 

and Figure 5 consist of the data regarding the values of 

ECP. 
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TABLE 4. THE RELATION OF THE SYSTEM'S COST TO THE 

SYSTEM'S RECOGNITION PROBABILITY 

 
 

 
Figure 5. The relation of the system’s cost to the system’s recognition 

probability depending on algorithm’s recognition probability 

The results show that for pA<0.55 the system 

MAUMS-2A1S is more efficient than other systems. For 

pA>0.7 the system MAUMS-3A1S is more efficient than 

the system MMS-1A2S and the system MAMMS-2A2S 

is more efficient than the system MMS-3S. The system 

MAMMS-3A2S is more efficient in comparison with the 

system MAMMS-2A3S. 

V. RATING OF THE TARGET RECOGNITION SYSTEMS 

On the bases of the data from Tables 1, 4 was 

determined the rating of the systems based on their 

recognition probabilities PS, costs CS, and relation CS/PS. 

The results are presented in Table 5 and Figure 6.  

TABLE 5. THE RATING OF THE SYSTEMS 

 

 
Figure 6. General rating of the systems 

The data show that the highest general rating has the 

system MAUMS-2A1S – multi-algorithms unimodal 

system regarding system’s recognition probability PS, 

system’s cost CS and relation CS/PS. The same rating is 

observed if are taken into account only the parameters PS 

and CS (Table 5, last 2 rows). 

CONCLUSIONS 

As a result of the research, the mathematical models 

there were obtained for estimation of the system's cost 

according to the relation between the costs of the 

algorithm’s software and system hardware and the 

algorithm’s recognition probability. 

The approach to determine the cost of a target 

recognition system for an established threshold level of 

the system’s recognition probability is proposed.  

The evaluation of the relation of the system's cost to 

the system's recognition probability for different values 

of the algorithm’s recognition probability is made, where 

the effectiveness of different systems is determined. 

The rating of the different target recognition systems 

based on their recognition probabilities and costs is 

evaluated. It is established that the highest general rating 

has the system MAUMS-2A1S – multi algorithms 

unimodal system, in which are realized 2 recognition 

algorithms. 

The proposed theory allows the design of new target 

recognition systems according to the predetermined 

recognition probability and cost. 
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